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Revenue Assurance in the Age of Real-Time Analytics
Large-scale Big Data analytics is a capability that no telecom operator and its CFO
can afford to disregard in today’s evolving and ultra-competitive market
TALK TO A TELECOM CFO and you distinctly get the impression that
there are no revenue leaks in the organization. No one will publicly
admit to experiencing losses due to poor billing practices, irregular
audits, fraudulent activities, legacy systems, and so on – least of all
to a journalist.
But everyone knows it is happening. Indeed, in the early days of
Revenue Assurance (RA), internal auditors and newly formed RA
teams were finding up to 10% of lost revenues just by the use of
basic analytical processes.
“Fifteen years on,” writes columnist Tony Poulos in Telecom Asia,
a sister publication of CFO Innovation, “we are well into the era of
large-scale analytics using big data, and some of those businesses
that were tardy in their revenue assurance practices are making
discoveries that have the potential of shaking up senior management
long skeptical of RA’s worth.”

Horror stories have been emerging, he reports, albeit secretively,
of Asian carriers discovering “endemic fraud” that is sometimes
perpetrated and concealed by senior managers. One case involves
prepaid SIM cards that were provided to dealers with family links to
a senior manager. The SIM cards were activated and the dealers got
their commissions – but they were never used, depriving the carrier
of further revenues.
This is a scam that would have been difficult to unearth if the RA
team was simply relying on periodic sampling and spreadsheets that
compare data from different systems in the switch-to-bill process.
What is needed is analysis of real-time information delivered in a
timely manner, so fraud can be detected early and action steps
taken to plug revenue leaks and optimize revenue streams.
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Telco challenges

Action steps

It’s a capability that no telco in today’s evolving and ultra-competitive
market can afford to disregard. The challenges that telecom
operators face are simply too numerous and complex. Among them:

These and other developments require intensified and continuous
revenue assurance, given the emergence of complex revenue
chains, new pricing frameworks, and the transition from minutes
to bytes in service subscriptions, bundling packs and rate plans.
Dynamic delivery and content and partner agreements add further
complications.
There is no magic bullet. But many believe that real-time big data
analytics could be one answer. Telcos already generate huge
amounts of data that, in theory, could contain nuggets of information
and correlations that identify potential fraud, revenue leakages and
optimization opportunities.
What is required is a technology solution and data-savvy RA and
finance team that will unlock these insights. But how can the RA
team, telecom CFO and IT assess the merits (and pricing) of the
appropriate solution?
Consider the following suggestions:

Expanding and changing consumer and business usage. The phone
is not just for calls and text messages anymore. Like the tablet, it is
also a streaming video screen, camera, music player, e-book device,
gaming platform, digital wallet, purveyor of augmented reality and,
soon, virtual reality. And both portable devices function as business
tools that allow users to access dashboards, update enterprise
information and conduct business transactions.
Disruptive apps and business models. Few telcos, if any, foresaw the
rise of over-the-top applications like WhatsApp, Netflix and Spotify
that piggyback on telecom systems for free. The recent Pokemon
Go phenomenon was also a surprise – the mobile game was loaded
onto 5% of Android phones in the US within two days of launch and
at one point was second only to BitTorrent in number of connections
generated per subscriber.
Demand for personalized customer experience. Consumers and
businesses are getting used to customer experience that is not only
generically seamless and timely, but also tailored to their unique
needs and desires. They are getting this from online retailers and
other companies, and increasingly expect the same from their
telecom provider.
Telco customers are also well-informed. If billing gaps are discovered,
for example, these can be communicated over social media and
other means and exploited in a matter of hours.
Evolving technologies, including LTE and beyond. New technologies
introduce new network elements that are often non-standardized
and experimental. Each new set of technologies and business
processes generates complex revenue chains and complications in
revenue assurance. They also expose in-house constraints such as
inadequate skill sets and resources, and lack of accountability.

Make sure the solution covers 100% of relevant data. For effective
revenue assurance, all signaling information, subscriber usage
data, and charging and billing information should be looked at and
correlated. Ideally, the technology solution should extract information
directly from the signaling links, and should be network- and
system-agnostic to enable seamless data collection from multiple
interfaces. Make sure real-time data can be extracted across all
systems, including over-the-the top applications in LTE, 3G and 2G
networks.
Historical information is also important, so the solution should
also have the capability to retrieve, analyze and compare past data
with real-time data to identify gaps and trends, and perform what-if
analysis.
Examine data processing speed and storage. Massive amounts
of information (hence the term Big Data) will be analyzed, so it is
important that the storage and processing capabilities are up to
the task. The RA solution must be supported by a robust database
platform that can store the various streams of real-time data, ingest
that data at speed, and allow timely analysis and recommendations
on steps to be taken.
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Check the RA solution’s analytics engine. Not all RA teams
have the resources, time and skill set to conduct advanced data
analysis, so it will be useful to deploy a technology solution that has
the algorithms and graphic user interface for this. The important
analytical capabilities to asses include:
•
ability to perform any-level data analysis from the bottom up, top
down, or from any starting point, such as a subscriber, cell site
or node
•
ability to enable analysis across all content, such as by packet,
application, proxy and URL
•
ability to validate volume and charging to identify the root cause
behind items not being billed
•
ability to identify usage patterns associated with a known
leakage as the basis for continuous monitoring or for providing
focused solutions
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Inquire about the solution’s visualization and reporting capabilities.
While RA teams can generate charts and write reports, a solution
that generates dashboards and has graphical reporting capabilities
can help speed up the reporting process. Examine whether the
visualization and reporting features are customizable (for example,
reporting by customer type or charging type), and granular (for
example, drillable to the subscriber level).
Explore pricing flexibility. The CFO would naturally want the best
pricing and terms, so check the arrangements that the solution
provider is offering. It should be possible to negotiate a fixed cost
arrangement or a pay-for-performance deal, where the provider is paid
a percentage of the revenue leakage identified – or a combination. It
may be possible for the telco’s own servers to be utilized, and that
usage can be counted against the solution’s cost.

Beyond revenue assurance
The focus of Revenue Assurance has been on plugging revenue
leaks, including those caused by external and internal fraud, as it
should be. But adopting real-time big data analytics can expand the
outcomes of an RA engagement. For example, the data collected
can be re-analyzed towards the end of balancing the requirements
for processing capability, turnaround time, and outlay.
And since the data, insights and the RA tool itself can be made
available to anyone in the organization, finance, IT, marketing and
business units can make use of them for their own purposes – even
as the RA team is freed from the data grind of data collection and
basic analysis to focus on more value-added activities.
Everybody wins. Provided, of course, that the RA solution chosen
is the most appropriate for the telecom operator’s unique
circumstances – and that its capabilities are utilized to the fullest. l
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Creating New Revenue Streams
IT’S ONE THING TO MAKE SURE there is no revenue loss from
leakage, fraud or mismanagement. It’s another thing to create new
sources of revenue. For telecom operators and their CFOs these
days, finding fresh revenue streams is becoming as important, or
even more essential, than revenue assurance.
That’s because voice and SMS revenues are flattening as over-thetop apps and other Voice-Over-IP services that piggyback on telecom
networks for free grow increasingly popular. Industry research house
Ovum estimates that revenues lost to VoIP services by mobile and
fixed-line operators will total US$479 billion from 2012-2020. That
amount represents 6.9% of the global market for voice services.
One bright spot is data usage, which has been surging along with
the popularity of smartphones and tablets and likely to continue
doing so with the advent of Internet-enabled devices like household
appliances and factory sensors. The problem is that telecom revenue
from data is not keeping pace with usage. In India, for example, data
usage per customer has risen 73% from the first quarter of 2015
to the first quarter of 2016. But data revenue per customer actually
fell 18%.

The race is on to find and develop new revenue streams, an initiative
where the CFO plays a key role. Among the low-hanging fruits:
monetizing the telecom operator’s most valuable asset – the data it
has on its millions of individual and business customers.

Special packages
It’s not an exaggeration to say that almost every aspect of a
subscriber’s life can be found in a telco’s billing and other systems:
name, age, sex, address, date of birth, phone number, browsing
history, most visited online sites, hobbies and other life interests,
and so on. A telco can also tell where the subscriber – or rather his
or her phone or tablet – is at a given time.
In theory, a telco can tell with minute detail “who is on the network,
male or female, what OS they are using, what type of phone they
are using, where they are,” says Michael Buchholz, VP for Marketing
at CellOS Software, which develops telco solutions for revenue
assurance, network optimization and other services. “You can begin
to put together very specific packages for upcoming events, such as
Formula 1.”
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The three-day Formula 1 Singapore Grand Prix attracted more than
250,000 general walkabout, grandstand and hospitality patrons
around the circuit in September this year. A telecom operator can
offer a temporary increase in speed or bandwidth (for a one-off fee)
for its subscribers at the event, many of whom were there taking
photos and videos, doing social media, and browsing the web while
waiting for the cars to come round.
A telco can also partner with other companies to sell their products
at the event and even afterwards. Since they know who’s on the
network, where they are going to be and why they are going to be
there, they could send a coupon for beer over the phone to the
subscriber, for example, or a discount voucher for car care products
good for the next three months.

Other services
It is possible for telcos to create additional revenue streams from
their daily interaction with subscribers by utilizing an in-browser
notification system. When the network notices heavy data usage by
a subscriber, for instance, the operator can send a special offer to
accelerate downloading speed for one hour. Or when the subscriber’s
data quota is exceeded before month’s end, a notification can be
sent offering additional bandwidth.
Telecom operators can also mine subscriber and other data for sale
to third parties. Profiles can be anonymized and sold to marketers,
advertising agencies, polling companies and other organizations.
The value lies not so much in direct selling as in the insights into
consumer behavior that the anonymous transactional data can
provide.

Telcos are embarking on other initiatives, although these can require
larger outlays compared with projects to monetize data. For example,
Singtel in Singapore has spent around US$1.2 billion since 2014 to
acquire companies to grow its digital and cyber security managed
services, according to Moody’s Investor Services.
In South Korea, SK Telecom is investing in new platform businesses
in lifestyle, media, and the Internet of Things. SK has also ventured
into e-commerce, but the business “has weak profitability because
of fierce competition,” notes Moody’s.
Other operators are looking to leverage on their data centers
and tracking capabilities. In September, Telecom Italia and two
partners won a contract to manage a waste tracking project for
the government of Italy. The telecom operator will implement and
manage cloud computing services for the project and provide vehicle
tracking services. l
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How to Monetize Your Network Data
THE DATA REVENUE ASSURANCE SOLUTION offered by
communications software developer CellOS Software has been on
the market for just two years, but it has already been deployed in
projects involving 250 million telecom users worldwide.
“In some cases the numbers have been higher, but generally we
have found anywhere between 2% to 3% annual leakage in most
of the operators where we have deployed this solution so far,”
says Abhijit Atale, Senior Vice President, Global Sales, at CellOS
Software. “That’s 2-3% of their annual revenues for various reasons
– fraud, people trying to misuse, misconfiguration of the network,
various things.”
With mobile operator revenues predicted to grow over the next five
years at a CAGR of only 2.9% in Asia Pacific (according to GSMA
Intelligence), finding lost revenue of 2-3% or more annually will have
a significant impact on the business case of most operators.

The following are edited excerpts from an interview with Atale,
CellOS VP for Marketing Michael Buchholz, and Derek Judge, Senior
Director, APAC, at MapR Technologies, which provides the data
platform for CellOS.

How does the Data Revenue Assurance Solution deliver
on its promises?
Abhijit Atale: The first thing that we employ is our Data Extraction
Platform (DEP). This allows us to tap the network interfaces and get
a comprehensive view into all the data traffic that is flowing through
the network. The Data Extraction Platform is also able to extract
other traditional, structured data from the operator environment,
such as Charging & Billing records as well as Customer Care data.
What is unique here is that, in addition to structured data, the DEP is
also able to pull in unstructured data from social media, as well as
enterprise databases that may sit within the operator.
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The CellOS Data Revenue Assurance Solution extracts data in realtime and correlates all data flowing through the network, including
OTT applications (i.e., WhatsApp, Facebook, Youtube) in LTE, 3G and
2G networks.
As it is pre-integrated with leading data management platforms
such as MapR, the solution can extract, compress, filter, decode,
and distribute data and provide usable measurements for quick
detection, analysis, reporting and action. In addition it allows the
collection of data over time to provide offline analysis of historical
information.
Enabling the rapid running of reports is significant here as delays in
gathering and comparing the data can result in lost revenue that has
been known to exceed US$1 million per day.
So in a period of a week, for example (or a quarter or six months),
we get visibility into how much information has flown through and
what is the bifurcation of that, what is the type of application, users,
location, what have you.
The Data Revenue Assurance Solution addresses revenue
leakage challenges by providing a capability to collect all signaling
information, compare this with data from other available sources,
analyze the data to determine the extent and root cause of revenue
leakages, and then make the associated information available via
dashboards and reports for immediate action.
By having this real-time insight into the data flowing through the
network, you will actually come to know whether there is a great
possibility of a revenue event which is missed, or a revenue event
which is under-charged, or any irregular activities, including fraud
that might be happening in the network, and people trying to by-pass
the charging.

The extracted data is brought to your servers in real
time and analyzed?
Abhijit Atale: What is unique about the CellOS/MapR solution is
that we analyze all of the data in real-time. This makes revenue
assurance all the more challenging given the increasing size of data
flow (and the diversity of data types it contains), customer base and
charging parameters.

The success of our ability to limit further losses once a leakage
has been identified depends on the ability to regularly monitor
the leakage. A gap that is causing very low leakages today can be
communicated and exploited by millions tomorrow.
For the operator’s Revenue Assurance team, the Data Revenue
Assurance Solution provides a tool that can be utilized to visualize
and report the associated data, giving the following benefits:
•
Customizable – As no two operator environments are the same,
dashboards and graphical reporting capabilities can be focused
to meet customer, operator and management information
needs. For example, by data type, customer type, charging type,
etc.
•
In-depth insight – Providing an insight to revenue assurance
from the highest level (for example, total volume consumed and
total volume billed) through subscriber and carrier specifics (for
example drill down into the apps and services and subscribers)
to the lowest levels such as root cause analysis.
•
Alerts – Alerts can be set to react to patterns that have been
identified during analysis, for example, a leakage type that
needs to be monitored or specific subscriber activities.
•
Trending – Trends can be monitored over time.

We’re talking here about millions of data points, given
the geographical reach, applications, charging systems
and customers of telecom operators. You obviously need
a robust database platform, computing power, storage
and so on.
Derek Judge: That’s where MapR comes in. The telco solutions
are probably the most technologically demanding in terms of the
building of data and the speed with which it arrives. There’s also an
expectation that the call records are going to be kept for a long time.
The important thing is being able to process data in real time, and
to do that at scale. It’s not as straightforward as some people would
think and it can’t be taken for granted.
The real-time aspect is required all the way through the data pipeline,
from the generation of the data, to the ingestion of the data, to the
analytics being run on it.
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There are partial solutions in the market which are good for just one
of those parts in isolation. MapR’s advantage is that it is efficient
through the data pipeline – streaming the data, ingesting the data,
and then providing analysis of the data. That’s unique to MapR. And
we are able to do all that in real time.
Per server, [the MapR platform] can normally ingest 3-6 gigabytes
of data per second. If you’re using flash memory, we’re seeing 10
to 15 gigabytes per second per server. There’s a major credit card
company that has 2,500 servers – that means potentially you can
have 15,000 gigabytes, that’s 15 terabytes, of data ingested per
second. That’s huge.
There are other data platforms on the market but they are not able
to ingest so much data so fast.
This is a result of the patented MapR software, working in
conjunction with hardware. If you have a slightly better hardware,
you get a slightly better performance. It can be made faster if you’re
using flash memory rather than commodity hard disks.

Going back to CellOS’s Data Revenue Assurance
Solution, how is that deployed? On-premise, public cloud,
or hybrid?
Abhijit Atale: Because the solution involves operator data, most
operators like to keep that data within their control, if you like. So
far we have not yet come across somebody who would like us to put
it on the cloud, but if they want to, we can do that.
Most operators, especially the bigger operators, have their own data
centers, so we just ask them to allocate the space or hardware to
deploy this solution. Typically, we need around four or five nodes for
MapR databases – I’m talking an average deployment – and maybe
three nodes for the data extraction platform.

Typically, your clients don’t need to buy new servers?
They can just tap their existing server infrastructure?
Abhijit Atale: If you do a Data Revenue Assurance project that
typically takes two to three months, there’s no point in buying new
servers. We can just take their servers [for the duration] and after
that, we give them back to the operator. Or we can consider renting
the servers.

This Data Revenue Assurance tool is also being looked at as
something that is permanently installed. Some of the operators want
to continuously use it. For example, somebody launching an iPhone
data plan, they want to know if it will immediately leak revenue. You
don’t want to wait until the end of the quarter to find out.

What have been the outcomes of the deployment?
Abhijit Atale: We can’t divulge the details, but on the generic level,
we have found a minimum of anywhere between 2% to 3% annual
leakage in most of the operators where we have deployed this
solution so far.
That’s 2-3% of their annual revenues for various reasons – fraud,
people trying to misuse, misconfiguration of the network, various
things.

You have other solutions in addition to Data Revenue
Assurance, such as Network Analytics and Campaign
Management. Are the data extracted by these different
solutions reusable across the modules and analyzed
using the same engine, and therefore could be priced
more cheaply?
Michael Buchholz: “Cheaper” is a very relative term. I think maybe
a better way to say it is “cost-effective.” Once the Data Extraction
Platform is installed, depending what your needs are, what you want
to be able to access, we can turn on the different fields that will
allow you to look at whatever information that are specific to your
needs.
We can do this in a very quick turnaround time because of what’s
already installed, and we can do this without disruption to the
network elements. The speed of being able to visualize in real-time
with no disruption is a pretty unique story to the MapR and CellOS
relationship.
Abhijit Atale: We talk of ROI in a matter of days, not even months,
because we can quickly find out what is happening. From the ROI
perspective, this is one of the unique offerings in the industry at
the moment. l
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MapR delivers the latest big data
innovations running on top of
an enterprise-grade data platform
that can natively process files,
tables, and event streams. The MapR
Converged Data Platform provides scalable data
management and processing services to power
data-driven applications based on technologies
such as Hadoop, Spark, SQL/NoSQL, JSON, Kafka,
and a host of other open source and commercial
technologies. The MapR Converged Data Platform
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can support batch, interactive, and real-time application models on a vast scale. It provides a trusted
technology foundation that can secure, protect,
compress, encrypt, backup, and recover data for all
applications as a single, high-performance system—
rather than as a costly, repetitive collection of
management tasks across loosely-coupled systems.
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COMPANY VISION

To enable big data monetization and improved network intelligence for the communications networks of tomorrow.

FOUNDED
2005

LEADERSHIP

Janifer Yeo-Tan, Chairman
Kamlesh Patel, CEO

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

We employ over 100 highly skilled resources in big data analytics and communications networks.

OFFICES
::Melbourne, Australia		
::Bangalore, India		

::Singapore		
::Gurgaon, India

::USA (under discussion)

SOLUTIONS

The CellOS Knowledge portfolio consists of a powerful data extraction engine, which gathers the data from various touch-points in the mobile broadband
network, and an advanced analytics engine which transforms the data into actionable insights. These insights can be customized to improve existing revenue
streams as well as generate new revenue streams.
Our current set of solutions includes:
::Campaign Management
::Customer Experience Management
::Data Revenue Assurance
::Customer Care
::Network Analytics		
::Data Extraction Platform

OUR APPROACH

Our pure software-based approach enables support across multi-vendor & multi-technology communications networks. We hold several advanced innovations
and patents in big data analytics & mobile broadband network domains that bring significant benefits to network equipment vendors and mobile service provider
(Operator) networks.
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We continually seek to build partnerships to develop innovative solutions with our algorithm and software assets, to exploit network knowledge and develop the
next generation of intelligent services for the telecommunications & other industry segments.
Our solutions help existing networks to unlock the big data value.

CUSTOMERS

CellOS Software is currently working with mobile network operators to enhance the customer experience of over 250 million mobile data subscribers around
the world.

Knowledge.

Networks.

Intelligence.

